Stage EK English student work sample – Grade Above ES

Last week our school went to Bondi Beach. We saw a big truck then we little wood. We saw a big bandaid then we saw ants eating a car. Then we saw a submarine. Then we saw a big spoon. We saw some other things but I finished we went back on the bus. I went back to school.

Grade Commentary

Lou has demonstrated an excellent awareness of the features of a recount. Past tense has been consistently used and words indicating who, what, where and when have been included. Several simple sentences have been used and the punctuation is mostly correct. Attempts have been made to use conjunctions to create complex sentences. Different strategies, such as copying words and sounding out, have been used to spell words. To develop further, Lou could vary sentence beginnings more, include additional sequencing vocabulary and descriptive detail.

Lou’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade Above ES standard.